
Good Neighbor Rudy! 

As an Upper East Sider himself Rudolph Giuliani could be expected to be personally 
concerned about development in his neighborhood. But, were he to be elected the next 
mayor of New York, and the first Republican mayor since John Lindsay, how would he 
address the issue? 

"There is a tension, and I think it's a healthy one, between preserving the best of our city, 
preserving its integrity and fostering development that increases and expands our society," 
Giuliani told the approximately 60 people at a recent breakfast sponsored by the 
community group R.E.A.S.O.N. (Rezone Our Arterials/Save Our Neighborhood). 

I am not favorably inclined to overdevelopment. As mayor, I would mandate a serious 
discussion with each neighborhood to create an overall neighborhood plan, a rough 
approximation of how a neighborhood should look. But the plan must be flexible, open to 
change for progress. " 

Giuliani continually stressed the need for discussion and dialogue between communities 
and officials, “When you sit and talk, the solutions you get are a lot more reasonable than 
when screaming at each other from opposite sides of the newspaper. “To a community that 
has long sought a more active role in planning, Giuliani's words were truly music to their 
ears, even those who later suggested that although the intentions were honorable, the 
execution of such ideas as the neighborhood plan was improbable. 

Rudy: Good Father and Good Neighbor  

Giuliani often brought up the futures of his young son and child-to-be (Guiliani's wife, TV 
news anchorwoman Donna Hanover, is expecting) as reasons to prevent “a relentless, 
mindless assault on the traditions that have made New York City beautiful." Pointing out 
that he and his son often use John Jay and Carl Schurz Parks - the Giuliani's live on East 
86th Street - Giuliani proclaimed that the city must leave room for parks and access the 
water-front. 

Giuliani again brought himself into the issue while articulating his personal support for the 
preservation of the City & Suburban Homes.  "I know them well, walk by them every day. I 
enjoy them." However, Giuliani made an error when he said he would await a study on the 
site by the "Mayor's Commission", which does not exist. (Giuliani was probably referring to 
the recommendation of the Landmarks Preservation Commission). 

Faux pas or not, the candidate's concern for the neighborhood and its traditions impressed 
some civil leaders. "It was refreshing to hear him expressed support for City and Suburban 
and the neighborhood," commented Caroline Greenberg, R.E.A.S.O.N's recently installed 
president.  


